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heart defects, and some cancers may be reduced 
by high dietary folate, is confirmed, what further 
avoidable costs will be incurred while we delay 
this important public health measure?

Our current health system is unsustainable. 
Costs are increasing and this is exacerbated by 
an ageing population, with high needs for health 
care and supportive care. We must contain costs. 
As well as constantly looking for innovative ways 
to deliver health services effectively, we must 
take every opportunity to prevent disease. Folic 
acid fortification of the food supply offers one 
such opportunity. 

The government has a responsibility, on behalf of 
the whole community, to spend taxpayer dollars 
wisely. Proceeding with the implementation of 
New Zealand (Mandatory Fortification of Bread 
with Folic Acid) Food Standard 2007, originally 
gazetted for implementation on 27 September 
2009, is one wise way of ensuring that health 
care costs are reduced, and that as we age there 
will be healthy young people to contribute to the 
economy and support our care.
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Despite some benefits, folic acid fortification of 
the food supply is likely, overall, to be deleteri-
ous to the health of New Zealanders. There is 
clear epidemiologic evidence that folate is associ-
ated with a reduced risk of colorectal neoplasia.1 
Furthermore, there are plausible mechanisms 
that involve folate, both in the provision of bases 
essential to DNA synthesis and repair and in the 
synthesis of S-adenosylmethionine, the universal 
methyl donor.2 Although the centrality of the 
first mechanism is established in practice (anti-
folates are effective chemotherapeutic agents3), 
the role of folate in DNA methylation4 (normal 
and abnormal) remains to be clarified.

Folate is essential in early embryonic develop-
ment, particularly neural tube closure: higher 
folate levels and folate supplements are ben-
eficial.5 Higher folate intake reduces plasma 
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homocysteine levels, plausibly lowering risk of 
coronary heart disease (CHD).

This constellation of established and predicted 
benefits informed the call for fortification of food 
with folate, so that the benefits can be universal-
ly and passively achieved. However, data suggest 
that fortification may be harmful to the popula-
tion overall, even in the face of specific benefit to 
some groups.

Higher intake of folate prevents neural tube 
defects (NTDs): both clinical trials and subse-
quent implementation of fortification produced 
substantial reductions. For example, a British 
trial reported a greater than 70% decline in 
NTDs in the active arm compared with placebo;5 

other comparable data exist. Fortification of the 
US food supply produced a decline in NTDs of 
almost 20%, showing that, even in a free-living 
population, the benefits are detectable.6 

Because of the substantial observational epide-
miologic evidence of beneficial consequences of 
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higher folate on colorectal cancer (CRC) risk, a 
trial of folate in the secondary prevention of met-
achronous (second primary) polyps was undertak-
en. There was no benefit overall of 1 mg per day 
at either of the subsequent follow-up colonoscop-
ies. Furthermore, at the second colonoscopy, there 
was a 1.7-fold (95% confidence interval: 1.0–2.8) 
increased risk of histopathologically advanced 
lesions and a 2.3-fold (1.2–4.4) increased risk of 
having at least three adenomas.7 These are the 
polyp profiles with the highest risk of subsequent 
CRC. Thus, contrary to expectation, the risk of 
deleterious consequences was elevated.

In this same trial, the active arm showed a 2.6-
fold (1.2–5.7) higher risk of prostate cancer even 
though (as for CRC) there was an inverse associa-
tion between baseline dietary and plasma folate 
and subsequent prostate cancer in the participants 
in this trial.8 

Other studies show no benefit of supplemental 
folate on other cancers. A combined analysis 
of two homocysteine-lowering trials using 
B-vitamins among 6837 CHD patients, after a 
median in-trial follow-up period of 39 months in 
the folate/vitamin B12 arm, has reported a higher 
risk of cancer incidence (hazard rate: 1.21; 95% 
confidence interval: 1.03–1.41), of cancer mortal-
ity (1.39; 1.07–1.81) and, after 88 months’ median 
follow-up, a higher all-cause mortality (1.16; 1.03–

1.30).9 Thus, all three poor outcomes were more 
frequent with 0.8 mg of folic acid and 0.4 mg of 
vitamin B12 in patients with existing CHD in a 
country without folic acid fortification.9

On the basis of these existing data, what might 
be the impact on health and disease outcomes in 
New Zealand (NZ) of fortification of foods with 
folic acid? Current NTD rates in NZ are around 
three per thousand live births (and have declined 
markedly over the last decades).10 Applying a very 
optimistic estimate (70% reduction, as in the Brit-
ish trial5), universal fortification might result in 
14 fewer NTDs per year across NZ. More realisti-
cally (20% reduction, as with fortification in the US 
population), there would be four fewer NTDs each 
year. For the purposes of further discussion, I use 
the lower confidence bounds to specify risk rather 
than the hazard ratios. I assume that there will be a 
20% higher risk (the data suggest 67–130%) of high-
risk polyps among those with a tendency to form 
polyps (i.e. an extra 4000 higher-risk polyps against 
a total population prevalence of around 200 000 
polyp carriers, of whom 10% normally have a high-
er risk of progression); of these 4000, I assume 10% 
will go on to CRC. For prostate cancer, I assume a 
20% higher risk (a 2.6-fold higher risk was reported 
in the clinical trial above) in men over 50. 

Among those over 50 with CHD, around 150 000 
individuals,11 I assume there will be a 3% increase 

Table 1. Improvement in neural tube defect numbers and lower bound of predicted worsening in other specific disease outcomes following folic acid 
fortification of the New Zealand food supply

outcome
Population 

at risk
Number at risk

current number of 
cases/yr in NZ

Projected number of 
cases/yr in NZ following 
folic acid fortification*

change in 
number of 

cases/yr in NZ

Neural-tube defects Newborns 60,000/yr 2010 70% reduction – 6
20% reduction – 16

-14
-4

Colorectal cancer
Over 50s with 

Polyps

~200,000 prevalent 
cases, 20,000 of whom 

will have high-risk 
histology etc.

~12,50014 ~12,900 +400

Prostate cancer Men over 50 480,000 population ~14,00014 ~16,800 +2,800

serious outcomes in 
those with CHD

Over 50s with 
CHD

~150,000 prevalent 
cases11

Cancer incidence ~12,00014 ~12,360 +360

Total Mortality ~1000 ~1030 +30

*See text for assumptions
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in cancer incidence and a 3% increase in overall 
mortality. I assume no other beneficial or deleteri-
ous outcomes, although it seems possible that 
there may be some long-term reduction of CRC 
among those exposed from early in life to higher 
levels of folate1,3 and there are, conversely, almost 
certainly problems associated with the masking of 
vitamin B12 deficiency among the elderly.12 

Table 1 shows possible changes in health 
outcomes per year for NZ following mandated 
fortification with folic acid. The data suggest a 
rise in colorectal cancer (as already noted as a pos-
sible outcome in North America13) and in prostate 
cancer, and some increase in deleterious outcomes 
in those with existing CHD. The reduction of 
NTDs will be real but very small.

Although, in the face of clear empirical evidence 
as a basis for making policy decisions, additional 
data on biology and pharmacology may be super-
fluous, two considerations are worth brief com-
ment. First, cancer chemoprevention has a very 
poor track record, in part at least, because of the 
failure to take into account dose effects, differ-
ences in host biology, and the problematic use a 
single agents which, like single chemotherapeutic 
agents, may exert strong clonal selective pressure 
on existing cancers.3,15 The second point is, in 
the specific case of folate, the usual form of this 
compound in the diet or plasma is not folic acid, 
which has a quite different biologic impact from 
that of polyglutamated folate.3 

Conclusion

When balancing benefit and harm to the indi-
vidual, the practising physician is focussed only 
on his/her patient. For an entire population, 
however, the benefits and risks may well accrue 
to different individuals and groups. If, in addi-
tion, the intervention is designed as a widespread, 
long-term preventive measure in a largely healthy 
population, avoidance of harm must be the pri-
mary consideration.

The fortification of food with folic acid has 
deleterious consequences that are much more 
frequent than benefits; even if only some delete-
rious consequences, in fact, occur in NZ, there 
does not have to be much harm to outweigh 

the tiny population benefit of preventing a very 
small number of NTDs, important though this 
is for the individuals who are directly affected. 
The benefits accrue to a different age group from 
those who experience the deleterious conse-
quences. None of the individuals being treated 
by mass medication of this sort are being treated 
because they are ill and, perhaps most distressing, 
those who have existing conditions may actually 
experience the greatest degree of harm.

There is no justification for fortification of the 
NZ (or any other) food supply with folic acid.
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